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The Moral Character of Odysseus
in Phi/oetetes
Mary Whitlock Blundell

I

Phi/oetetes the young Neoptolemus is presented
with various moral paradigms, embodied by Philoctetes, Odysseus, and the background figure of Achilles. l In the course of the
drama Neoptolemus must decide which of these, if any, to adopt as
his model or teacher. 2 For an adequate understanding of the play, it is
essential to determine just what options are being offered for his (and
our) approval or rejection. The figure of Odysseus is central to these
ethical and educational concerns, yet his precise moral position remains unclear. Most modem critics, without examining his character
closely, have helped to justify the false merchant's description of him
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often condemned as a sophistic moral relativist. Others have defended him as a selfless utilitarian. 4 The main purpose of this paper is
to determine Odysseus' ethical standpoint by examining his use of
moral language. I shall then look at some other figures in the play who
suggest further implications for his character, and end by briefly
locating this kind of moral character in a broader fifth-century Athenian intellectual context. 5
N SOPHOCLES'

I The following will be cited by author's name alone: K. J. DOVER, Greek Popular
Morality (Berkeley 1974); W. K. C. GUTHRIE, The Sophists (Cambridge 1971; repro
from History of Greek Philosophy III [Cambridge 1969]); B. M. W. KNox, The Heroic
Temper (Berkeley 1964); A. A. LONG, Language and Thought in Sophocles (London
1968); M. NUSSBAUM, "Consequences and Character in Sophocles' Philoetetes," Phil.
& Lit. 1 (1976-77) 25-53; P. W. ROSE, "Sophocles' Phi/oetetes and the Teachings of
the Sophists," HSCP 80 (1976) 49-105: C. P. SEGAL, "Philoctetes and the Imperishable Piety," Hermes 105 (1977) 133-58; W. B. STANFORD, The Ulysses Theme (Oxford 1954). Citations from Sophocles are from A. C. Pearson's Oxford Classical Text
(1924) unless otherwise indicated.
2 On the educational theme see especially Rose 85-89; I plan to discuss Neoptolemus in detail elsewhere.
3 This detail makes no clear contribution to the 'merchant's' tale: it could be construed as a ploy to win Philoctetes' trust, but there is no obvious need for this in the
mouth of the merchant. Note that despite 64f Neoptolemus avoids extreme abuse of
Odysseus (377, 385).
4 The utilitarian interpretation is developed at length by Nussbaum; ef also R.
Ronnet, Sophocle. poete tragique (Paris 1969) 258-61.
5 I am concerned here with 'character' only as Aristotelian ~6os, or moral and
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In trying to convince the conscientious Neoptolemus that loyalty to
the Greek army is paramount, Odysseus argues that if the young man
does not agree to participate in the deception of Philoctetes he will
bring pain to all the Argives (66f). He implies here that by refusing to
comply, Neoptolemus will be failing in the obligation to help friends,
which was a basic tenet of traditional Greek ethics. 6 But Odysseus
himself is conspicuously deficient in the language of friendship. 7 In
attempting to win over the conscientious Neoptolemus he appeals to
the feelings of the army but never claims that he himself is moved by
friendship. He even alludes to the unflattering tale that he came to
Troy only under compulsion to keep his oath (72-74; cf 1025f). This
detail impugns Odysseus' loyalty as a friend to the rest of the Greeks,
for an upright and true friend should not need to be placed under
oath, as Philoctetes later implies (811).8 When Odysseus invokes the
Greek army, it is not as his <PLAOL but as a threat to Neoptolemus
(1243,1250, 1257f, 1293f).
Yet <pLAia was so fundamental that an ancient audience might take
it as self-evident that Odysseus is acting on its precepts. As he himself
argues, his scheme will bring the Greeks (including himself and Neoptolemus) salvation (109), the pleasure of victory (81), the removal of
pain (67), and /«(POOS, or profit (111). Other obvious benefits would
include plunder and military glory.9 If Odysseus aims to benefit himself and his friends or allies in these conventional ways, he is pursuing
a perfectly respectable, indeed an admirable goal.
But according to this very code of friendship, he has shamefully
maltreated Philoctetes. For Odysseus and the Atreidae also have an
obligation of friendship and loyalty to their loyal ally Philoctetes-an
obligation they have violated by abandoning him. The legitimacy of
Philoctetes' grievance is indicated not only by his assertion that the
Atreidae and Odysseus each blame the other for the abandonment
(1026-28), but also by Odysseus' own defensive claim that he was acting under orders (6), and by his evasive refusal to discuss the matter
intellectual character. With Aristotle I shall assume that we may expect a character's
~6os to be broadly consistent, or at least 'consistently inconsistent' (Poet. 1454a2628). While this traditional assumption remains controversial, it is one that I believe is
supported by the ancient evidence and accords with Sophoclean practice.
6 See my Helping Friends and Harming Enemies: A Study in Sophocles and Greek
Ethics (Cambridge University Press, forthcoming) ch. 2.
7 For his lack of cp,)..- words see Nussbaum 36, Rose 89f.
8 Note the repetition of E'VOp/Cos, used earlier of Odysseus (72). For the sentiment cf
OC 650, Isoc. 1.22, Diog. Laert. 1.54, 60.
9 Plunder may be suggested by ,dpoos (111), which covers any kind of profit, but
especially material gain. Military glory is emphasized by Neoptolemus (1344-47) but
not Odysseus (though cf 310 infra).
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further (11 f). He does produce the argument that Philoctetes' cries
interfered with sacrifice (8-11), but Philoctetes will dismiss this as a
pretext, pointing out that no such consideration has prevented his
enemies from seeking him out now that they need him (1031-35).
Nor do religious difficulties play any part in Neoptolemus' dilemma
over helping Philoctetes: the emphasis is strictly on the discomfort
caused by the sick man's foul odor and terrible cries (e.g. 519-21,
890f).IO
The Atreidae and Odysseus are thus guilty of treating a friend as an
enemy and causing his hostility towards them (el 1216f). Popular
ethics sanctioned maltreatment of enemies, and Odysseus is well
aware of Philoctetes' hatred (46f, 75f). But he cannot use this to justify the deception, for that would mean acknowledging his own culpability in initiating enmity through a violation of friendship. He therefore skates over this embarrassing issue without giving a relevant
reason for his own reluctance to approach Philoctetes (70-74): II he
cannot defend his conduct by appealing to the traditional code of
friendship and enmity without admitting that he has personally violated the code in the past.
Sophocles could easily have provided Odysseus with arguments
that would place his conduct in a more favorable light. Odysseus
might have claimed that helping (the majority of) one's friends is the
right thing to do and therefore justifies dishonest behavior towards
one isolated ally, who will in any case be helped by it himself in the
long run.12 It is along these lines that Martha Nussbaum ascribes to
him "a form of utilitarianism-a consequentialism aimed at promoting the general welfare" (39):
Odysseus does not admit that an action can be judged shameful or
noble in itself-for he might have said, "Shameful, yes, but in a
good cause." His position is not simply that a good end justifies the
use of questionable means, but that actions are to be assessed only
10 These points are overlooked by Nussbaum in her utilitarian defense of the abandonment: "To have given him any human companion at all would have resulted in
there being two people unable to pray to the gods, one in awful pain, the other in
inescapable discomfort.... There is little doubt that such callousness on the part of
the leaders was right from the utilitarian viewpoint" (31). But the text offers no
evidence of such a calculus, which is in any case highly dubious. As H. D. F. Kitto
points out, the Greeks could simply have sent Philoctetes home, "as an honourable
ally who had become incapacitated" (Form and Meaning in Drama 2 [London 1964]

104).

Cf I. M. Linforth, "Philoctetes, the Play and the Man," CPCP 15 (1956) 99f.
The idea that one may use force or deception on friends for their own good is
generally regarded with deep suspicion but receives serious consideration in philosophical contexts (e.g. Diss. Log. 3.2-4, Xen. Mem. 4.2.15-18; cf PI. Resp. 331 c,
382c).
II
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with reference to those states of affairs to which they contribute. If
the result is overall success, what is required to produce the result
cannot be morally condemned (33).

A merit of this account is that it harmonizes with Odysseus' apparent
indifference to justice, for justice and utilitarianism are notoriously ill
at ease together. 13 There are also two passages that seem to support it
by suggesting that Odysseus' primary goal is indeed the good of the
majority-that is, of the Greek army at Troy. (a) Before Odysseus
warns Neoptolemus against paining the rest of the Greeks, he declares
that he himself will feel no pain at being abused in the worst possible
manner as part of the deception (64-66). These words have been
interpreted as a hedonistic calculus showing a commendable indifference to personal glory and subordination of self-interest to the needs
of the majority (so e.g. Nussbaum 31). They are not inappropriate to
the hero of the Odyssey, who is willing to endure humiliating abuse in
the guise of a beggar before revealing himself and exacting his revenge
(Od. 17.212-53, 374-480). But in Phi/oetetes, as in epic, Odysseus
will obviously benefit from his own plan if it succeeds; his own
interests will scarcely be harmed by some fictitious abuse in the course
of it.14 As for personal glory, he will sneeringly suggest to Philoctetes
that with the help of the bow he may personally reap the honor due its
proper owner (1061).15 (b) Later in the play the chorus use the language of friendship in justifying Odysseus as the one acting for the
many (1143-45):16
0' (LS

K(LVOS
a7fo 7fOAAWV
~, 'A.
'
'
Tax 8HS TOVT ('f'7JlJ-oUVVCf
,,'
, A. ',\
'
,
Ko,vav 7JVVU(V (S 'f"I\OVS apwyav.

These lines are sometimes cited out of context (e.g. by Nussbaum 31)
as evidence for Odysseus' public-spirited motivation. But the chorus
(who are not, after all, disinterested) say nothing about Odysseus'
13 "However unhappy about it he may be, the utilitarian must admit ... that he
might find himself in circumstances where he ought to be unjust" (J. J. C. Smart, "An
Outline of a System of Utilitarian Ethics," in Smart and B. Williams, edd., Utilitarianism, For and Against [Cambridge 1973] 71). On Odysseus and justice see 313f
infra.
14 Cf the remarks of Orestes (himself an Odyssean figure) at Soph. El. 59-66.
15 Contrast the more convincing utilitarianism in a passage from Euripides'
Erechtheus cited by Lycurgus to illustrate f'eyaAo"'vXLav Kat }'fvVatOT1jTa (Leoer. 100):
here Praxithea justifies letting her daughter die for the 1TOAtS, the one for the many
(fr.50.16-21 Austin). Unlike Odysseus, the speaker wins admiration for the real
personal sacrifice she is contemplating.
16 The text here has been emended and interpreted variously, but the general sense
remains the same (unless with Kamerbeek we take Kt-tVOS to refer to Neoptolemus,
which is highly implausible in the context).
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motives. Moreover, this scene falls just after Odysseus' cruel treatment of Philoctetes has undermined any possible claim on our approval (1047-69) and just before the spectacle of his total discomfiture (1222-60). The dramatic purpose of this lyric dialogue is to
demonstrate Philoctetes' stubborn resistance to the pragmatic common sense of the chorus. I? It is too late to rehabilitate Odysseus.
With their words TaXt1t"LS' ... E¢'T/fJ.OCTVV~ (1144) the chorus raise the
possibility of a different kind of defense for Odysseus, one that he
could have adopted for himself. For although he never speaks of
¢LAta, he does sometimes suggest that obedience to orders relieves an
agent of personal responsibility.18 In the prologue he hints at such an
ethical escape-hatch for Neoptolemus (50-53):19
, AXtAAfWS' 7Ta/:, O€/: CT' €¢' orS' €A~Av8aS'
.....
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Achilles' son will display his 'nobility' through the obedience that, as
Odysseus' language implies, he owes him.20 And in his notorious exhortation to "give me yourself" (84) Odysseus again suggests the abrogation of personal responsibility.21
If Odysseus himself is serving anyone, it is the Atreidae, as Philoctetes declares (1024). Odysseus hints at this excuse for his part in the
original abandonment of Philoctetes, using the same expression (TaxeELS') that the chorus will adopt in excusing his present conduct (6; cf
1144). But the excuse of acting under orders will ultimately be discredited by Neoptolemus' rebellion against authority.22 Odysseus
himself, moreover, never uses the Atreidae to evade responsibility for
his actions within the play.23 On the contrary, he emphatically accepts
17 On the dramatic function of the scene see especially Kitto (supra n.l 0) 124-26;
on the chorus see 323f infra.
18 Lys. 12.28f suggests that this kind of justification might sometimes be effective in
court; but sympathy for such a plea was likely to depend on who had given the order
(for further examples see Dover 147f, 155).
19 Retaining W~ in 53 with Campbell, Dain, Jebb, Kamerbeek, and Webster, against
Musgrave's oi~ (adopted by Pearson and Dawe).
20 Both lnr7]pET7J~ and l!7TovPYflv (53) indicate subordination. Cf also 15: "Your task
is to serve (V7T7]PETflV)." Note that Neoptolemus does not portray his own role in this
way but calls himself a "fellow worker" (tvvEpyaT7]s, 93). He does, however, address
Odysseus respectfully as avat (e.g. 26), even when disagreeing with him (94).
21 For parallels see Jebb ad loco and Diog. Laert. 2.34.
22 Cf also 324 infra. Rose argues persuasively that Odysseus' role as the representative of society does not justify him; on the contrary, he represents "the underlying
selfish individualism, hypocrisy, and brutality of that society" (92).
23 In the false merchant's story (for what it is worth) Odysseus is the instigator of
the expedition (614-19). Rose 94 suggests that any claim Odysseus may have to be
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Philoctetes' accusation of responsibility for the theft of the bow, disregarding the role of Neoptolemus (978-80). He does adopt this excuse
when he declares that he is merely the servant of Zeus (989f),24
referring no doubt to the oracle of Helenus; but there was no obligation to try to fulfill such an oracle. 25 It will, moreover, become clear
that although Odysseus' goal does coincide with the will of Zeus (cf
1415), the means he has chosen do not have divine approval. His
appeal to Zeus has sophistic overtones and is rightly seen by Philoctetes as an evasion (992).26
We have seen that Odysseus does not stress the ties of <plAia, which
oblige one to consider the interests of others. But neither does he
emphasize his own pleasure or advantage. The pleasure of victory
with which he tempts Neoptolemus is impersonally expressed (81).
He refers to his own pleasure or pain only at 66f. In general he avoids
such affective language, unlike Neoptolemus and Philoctetes, who use
it liberally. We may assume that success in his mission will bring him
personal power, prestige, and material rewards; but we also know that
his self-interest coincides with the public good. A direct statement of
personal ambition is excluded, at least in the prologue, by the hampering presence of Neoptolemus, who must not be alienated. On the
other hand, had the poet wished to give his Odysseus a more sympathetic face, the same context provides a perfect opportunity to
expatiate on the ties of friendship or the good of the many. Yet in the
absence of any such explicit statement, it remains unclear whether he
should be construed as acting from loyalty, self-interest, or some
combination of the twO. 27
obeying orders is undermined by the fact that he had to be forced to join the expedition to Troy (72-74, 1025f).
24 V7T7JPET£tV (99, 1024) and aValTlTOVTWV (6) suggest an analogy between Odysseus'
relationship to Zeus and the Atreidae and that of Neoptolemus to Odysseus (cf supra
n.20).
25 Cf the case of Oedipus; see further D. B. Robinson, "Topics in Sophocles'
Philoctetes," CQ N.S. 19 (1969) 45-51. For an exhaustive recent discussion of this
issue of the precise terms of the oracle see A. Machin, Coherence et continuite dans Ie
theatre de Sophocle (Haute-Ville 1981) 61-74.
26 For the sophistry element cf Gorg. Hel. 6. Odysseus' claim to piety is also discredited by the contrast between his own admissions that his behavior is not EVITEf3~~
(313f infra) and Heracles' insistence on the primacy of EVIT£f3Eta in the eyes of Zeus
(1440-44).
27 For the last view see Stanford 110. Contrast the explicitness of Odysseus in
Euripides' Philoctetes, who speaks (in Dio Chrysostom's paraphrase) of laboring V7TfP
Tii~ Ko'vii~ ITWT7JP,a~ KaL V'K7J~ and of enduring danger out of 4>,Aonp.{a and to maintain
his EiJKAEta (Dio 59.1 f). Evidently this speech was, for practical purposes, a soliloquy
(though Dio 52.14 tells us that Odysseus was accompanied by Diomedes).
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A closer look at Odysseus' language suggests, however, that his
overriding aim is in fact the fulfillment of his own goals, which just
happen to coincide with the public good. 28 He sets up KEPOOS as a
criterion for action: (jTav Tt op~s ES KEPOOS, OVK OKVELV 1TPE1TH (111). This
word often has unsavory implications, suggesting prosperity gained at
the expense of others, frequently by treacherous means. 29 Odysseus
also calls his goal TO uwOijvaL (109), a more attractive expression. 30 But
VlK1J is the key word. In normal usage it can refer to 'winning' any kind
of goal, but is generally positive, connoting enviable achievement and
success on a personal or public level. At its first appearance in this
play it apparently refers to the pleasant consequences of victory over
Troy (81), which will follow from 'victory' over Philoctetes. Odysseus
is trying to pre-empt Neoptolemus' moral objections to his plan (7985):
"t ~ 1TaL,
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Odysseus, who was a party to abandoning Philoctetes out of physical
revulsion, here offers the pleasure of VtK1J as a reason for overcoming
moral squeamishness. 31 He implies that the plan is aVaLO~S and neither OiKaLos nor EVuE{3~S. But if it succeeds, they will subsequently be revealed as oLKaLOL, and Neoptolemus will be called EVuE{3EuTaTos. 32
In two other passages vlK1J is closely associated with Odysseus. As he
leaves the stage after winning over Neoptolemus he invokes his patron goddess as Athena Nike, describing her pragmatically as she
"who always keeps me safe" (~Uci;(H IJ.' aEL, 134).33 This establishes the
28 It is possible to represent society without having the well-being of its members at
heart, as Plato's Thrasymachus knows well (Resp. 3438).
29 For this pejorative sense in Sophocles cf Ant. 221f; OT 380-89; frr.38, 807, 883
Radt.
30 For its connotations see 322 infra.
31 Neoptolemus' willingness to endure physical rather than moral discomfort will
constitute a direct rejection of Odysseus' seductive appeal. Cf 473-75,519,872-76,
900-03 (all of which use the EVxEp~S/aVUxEpHa motif).
32 ~"4>a'vofl.a, is always used for revealing something clearly to be the case, not for a
deceptive appearance (see Jebb ad loco and LSJ s.v.). But as 85 makes clear, Odysseus'
emphasis is on how the deed will appear to others, not on the the deed itself, which
he admits is shameful. Cf Nussbaum 51 n.29.
33 Odysseus' pragmatism is underlined by Philoctetes' echo at 297, where it is fire
that ucb(H fl.' ad. Contrast the reverence and devotion of Odysseus in Ajax, who calls
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importance of ViK1J for his character. When he reappears towards the
end of the play, he tells us in an explicit statement of his own
motivation that ViK1J is his first priority (1049-52):
~,
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Here is the famous Odyssean adaptability in a most unattractive
guise. 34 There is no mention of <pLAia or the common good. When men
are being judged as aiKatOS or ayaOos, none will be found more £V(H{3~S
than Odysseus; but his nature is to crave victory ?TaVTaxOv, 'everywhere' or 'in everything'. His wording suggests that what is just and
excellent may be expected to coincide with what is reverent, but may
at times conflict with 'victory' when the contest is not one of justice,
excellence, and piety.35 The implication is that this is such a case, and
hence (as in the prologue) that his present conduct is neither aiKaws,
ayaOos, nor £VCT£{3~S. ViK1J, however, overrides such considerations.
For this kind of 'victory' there is a close parallel in Oedipus at
C%nus. When Odysseus rejects Creon's invitation to return to
Thebes, Creon replies (849-55):
aAA' E?T£L VtKaV (JEAns
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A. '\
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Here vLKav is used for getting one's way in defiance of the wishes
of others, despite any claims of <pLAia or authority that the latter may
Athena q>LATrh1]S {p.or. 8(wv (14). On the goddess Nike and her identification with
Athena see Jebb ad lac.; cf Segal 138f.
34 The closest parallel I know is Theog. 313f:
EV

P.Ev p.alvop.fvOlS p.aio.a p.atVop.al,

EV

lit- lllKatols

(1p.r. llucauhaTos.
Cf also Theog. 213-18, with its "glorification of the Odysseus character" (T. HudsonWilliams, The Elegies of Theognis [London 1910] ad loc.) and the variant at 1071-74.
3S Cf Dover 60-66 on the value of implicit definition, synonymy, and antithesis for
understanding the relationship of moral terms. The contest with Ajax for the arms of
Achilles was arguably a case of Odyssean victory gained at the cost of justice (Aj.
1135-37; Pind. Nem. 7.25-27, 8.23-26; PI. Ap. 41 A-B). Mark Griffith has pointed out
to me that when Odysseus encounters Ajax in the underworld he uses VtK1]/VlKG.V three
times in five lines with reference to the contest (Od. 11.544, 545, 548).
1raVT(dV av8pw1rwv
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have. Creon equates Oedipus' desire for VLKTJ over friends and country
with the indulgence of his own passionate feelings. Later, when Theseus and Antigone succeed in persuading Oedipus to receive his
estranged son Polynices, he describes their success as a victory (VLKC1.TE
IJ.E, 1204). Here again, VtKC1.V refers to getting one's way despite the
desires of another, in this case a real friend. 36 So too in Phi/oeletes,
when Odysseus declares that he will let Philoctetes have his way and
stay on Lemnos, he characterizes his about-face as an unusual concession of 'victory' (l052f).J7
A 'victor' in this sense, then, is one who gets what he or she desires,
despite the contrary wishes of friends or foes. Such desires may be
innocuous or even creditable (Oedipus is fully justified in rejecting the
advances of Creon). But they may also be reprehensible (it is only by
conceding 'victory' to Antigone and Theseus that Oedipus is kept
from the impiety of spurning a suppliant). An Odysseus, one who
"always craves victory," is always determined to get his own way,
regardless of the wishes or claims of others. It is this kind of victory
that Neoptolemus initially rejects (94f):
j3ovA0JJ.aL 0', ltvat, KaAw~
opwv (taJJ.apnl.v JJ.C1.AAOV ~ VtKC1.V KaKw~.
VtKC1.V KaKws is just what is demanded by Odysseus, for whom the
pleasure of VLKT/ outweighs the necessity of contriving KaKcZ. to accom-

plish it (79-82).
Odysseus' outlook threatens to make nonsense of morality in the
broadest sense: including those values that provide a guide for conduct in situations affecting the well-being of others, imposing constraints on what one may do in pursuit of personal gain. 38 That this
harmonizes with Greek conceptions is indicated by the pejorative
sense of 7Tavovpyos and its cognates. 7Tavovpyos, literally 'one who does
all', acquires its common sense of 'villainous' through its applicability
to one who disregards moral constraints to do anything at all in pursuit of his or her own goals. This etymology is nicely illuminated by a
passage in Plato's Apology (38D-39A). Socrates explains that he could
36 Cf the use of vtlcav and v{"7] at El. 253, Aj. 330, 1353; Aesch. Ag. 941 f; Eur. Ale.
1108.
37 The question whether Odysseus is to be construed as bluffing has been much discussed. Since there is no indication to the contrary, I take it that the threat to
abandon Philoctetes without his bow is serious. See esp. Knox 134 and Robinson
(supra n.25). For a different view see e.g. A. E. Hinds, "The Prophecy of Helenus in
Sophocles' Philoetetes," CQ N.S. 17 (1967) 177f.
38 Cf the definitions of Dover (1) and G. Vlastos, "Socrates' Contribution to the
Greek Sense of Justice," Arehaiognosia 1 (1980) 1.
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have escaped conviction if he had chosen <1,'7TavTa ?Tolliv Kal. A€YElV
CfJuTE a.?To«pvy~'v T~V OlK71v. But he did not have the "boldness and
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For in any dangerous situation there are many ways to escape
death, £av ns TOAfL~ ?TaV ?TOlEtV Kal. A€YElV. 39
In Phi/oetetes the noun ?Tavovpyla is used of Odysseus in a way that
shows the poet's awareness of its etymology (407f):40
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A later passage echoes the same idea (633f):
, """,EUT "
,
,
" ' , ~\
a/\/\
~KElVqJ ?TaVTa /\fKTa, ?TaVTa uf
TOAfL71Ta .

Note how often 'doing all' is accompanied by 'saying all', gIvmg
?TaVovPYLa connotations of lies and deception that are especially suited
to Odysseus. 41 Philoctetes also uses it of Neoptolemus when he is
under Odysseus' influence, in a phrase suggesting the ironic truth that
this Neoptolemus is a product of Odyssean ?TaVovPYLa (927f): ?Tavovpylas OElvfjs T€XV71fL' fX8lUTOV. 42 Thus when Odysseus announces
that he desires VlKaV ... ?TaVTaxOv (1052) he is discarding morality in a
fundamental sense.
In the course of explaining his motivation, Odysseus uses the word
OEt (1049). Throughout the play he repeatedly retreats behind this and
other impersonal expressions that tend to blur the distinction between
different kinds of 'necessity'. 43 The precise meaning of his Oft is not
always clear, but it certainly embraces duress and perhaps also divine
destiny.44 Most often, however, he uses it to indicate practical expediFor this idiom with 71'av cf Lys. 9.16, 12.14.
For the etymological point cf Ant. 300f and Long 154f; also OC 761 f, fr.189
Radt. Similar language is used of Odysseus at Aj. 379f, 445; fr.567 Radt.
41 Cf Knox 93, 182 n.7. In the Apology the legal context naturally makes 'saying'
especially germane, but note also the Odyssean verb !J.l1Xava!T8aL (39A; cf Phil. 1135).
42 Since Philoctetes does not yet know of Odysseus' role, editors have avoided
taking 71'avovpylas in 927 as a subjective genitive (Webster mistakenly attributes this
view to Jebb, who rejects it). Yet this interpretation best brings out the irony of a
phrase that inevitably recalls the tricks of Odysseus (cf 80, 88) and his role in the
prologue as Neoptolemus' corruptor. Philoctetes need have no specific subject in
mind. Jebb's translation, "thou hateful masterpiece of subtle villainy," captures the
ambiguity between this interpretation and the defining genitive, which he (with most
editors) prefers. See also Long 116f.
43 N eoptolemus uses similar expressions when under Odysseus' influence 016, 915,
921 f, 925). Cf S. Benardete, "XPH and .6.EI in Plato and Others," G10tta 43 (1965)
297.
44 Duress is the clear implication of ~£'i reinforced by {3lf:!. at 982f (cf also the
impersonal verbal adjectives at 9930. Destiny may be implied by M· at 998 (cf Ne39

40
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ency. Impersonal language provides a convenient way of expressing
this kind of 'necessity' without having to spell out or take responsibility for any awkward implications. As the play opens, Odysseus uses
a£L in cutting short the embarrassing subject of the abandonment of
Philoctetes (11). It is no accident that he goes on to use it three times
in his crucial lines of persuasion (50, 54, 77).45 When Neoptolemus
uses aEt in asking why deception is necessary, it is in terms of expediency that Odysseus replies (1 02f). He will also use this a£t, ironically, in revealing his failure to understand the need for Philoctetes'
presence at Troy (1060). It is therefore not surprising that, in explaining his general motivation, he uses the OEt of expediency to denote
whatever is needed for 'victory' (1049).
It may be objected that my emphasis on a particular passage (104952) as indicative of Odysseus' moral position is unjustified or arbitrary. For as Nussbaum observes:
[Odysseus] will have no use for stating [his view] straightforwardly
and asking for approval-unless this just happens also to be the
course most advantageous for getting to his desired result .... So,
ironically, if Odysseus' view is what he says it is, there is no reason
for us to believe his account of his view. There need be no reliable
connection between his beliefs and speeches. 46

In defense of using this one passage as a reliable guide to Odysseus'
position, it can be said that although we know that the character
Odysseus cannot be trusted to say what he believes, when lying will
better serve his ends, the dramatist must give some indication of
when his characters are lying, bluffing, or manipulating each other. I
take these lines to indicate the manipulative nature of some of Odysseus' language elsewhere (see 320-22 infra), If this is right, then in
dramatic terms we would need some further indication that he is not
here speaking the 'truth'.
The sincerity of the speech is also supported by its position in the
drama, at a juncture where deception is no longer useful to Odysseus.
The plot has been uncovered, and he has already resorted to threats
and violence. If he is meant to be sincere in his abandonment of Philoctetes here (supra n.37), then his preceding remarks can have no
persuasive function. There is nothing to be gained by concealing his
real nature at this stage. If he is bluffing, such a lie about himself
optolemus' Oft at 1339, Odysseus' xpi/v at 1062). Yet another kind of necessity is
expressed by Philoctetes with his use of i'Ofl for his own desperate predicament (286,
292).
45 Cf also the impersonal KAf7TT(OV (57) and 7TP(7T£1 (111).
46 Nussbaum 34; but she proceeds to "resist" the implications she has spelled out.
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makes no contribution to the bluff as a means of coercing Philoctetes
into submission or convincing him to go to Troy.47 Finally, this is
Odysseus' only reply to Philoctetes' bitter reproaches (1004-44). After the choral comment at the end of Philoctetes' long speech we
might expect an answering speech of self-defense. Yet Odysseus explicitly eschews such a course, providing only these few lines of explanation. It is a brief moment of brutal frankness, for which no ulterior
motive is required.
The only way for an Odysseus to make his attitudes count as an
alternative moral system would be to enlist ethical terminology on his
own side. Although he never does this explicitly, several passages do
hint at just this. In the prologue, for example, Odysseus tells Neoptolemus that he does not consider lying to be aLoxPos, so long as it brings
TO uw6ijvat (108f). Iflying is not aluxpos, perhaps it is positively KaAos.
If so, TO uw6ijvat might be a goal that fully justifies such means,
making even deception praiseworthy and right. In normal usage,
however, it is hard to see how anything described implicitly as KaKOS
and avaLo~s, and neither oLKatos nor EVUE{3~S (79-85), could be characterized by the same person as OVK aLuxPos.
This conflict is one of a series of apparent incongruities in Odysseus' moral language that emerges in the course of the play, producing
a cumulative impression of inconsistency.48 Most of these disparities
lie between the prologue and Odysseus' later appearances. The first
positive term appears in his appeal to Neoptolemus to be )'EvvaLos
(51), which sits uneasily with the admission that deceit goes against
the young man's <j>VUts (79f). Later there is a direct contradiction,
when Odysseus tells Neoptolemus, )'EvvaLos though he be, not to look
back at Philoctetes for fear that his inborn nobility may spoil their
chance (1068f). In the prologue he also exhorts Neoptolemus with the
vague but morally suggestive 7TPE7TEL (111), but he later asks {7Tpafas
(p)'ov 7TOLOV ~v o~ UOt 7TPE7TOV; (1227). He claims that Neoptolemus will
be called a)'a6os if he carries out the deception (119), but later implies
that his own present conduct is not that of a man who is a)'a6os
(1049-52). He implies that the scheme is KaKOS (80), but later calls Neoptolemus KclKtuTOS for giving back the bow (974). He implies that his
own conduct is not oLKatOS (82, 1050f) but later cannot understand
47 Although, as J.-U. Schmidt argues, Odysseus' very honesty may reinforce the
bluff (Sophokles-Philoktet: eine Strukturanalyse [Heidelberg 1973] 188).
48 Inconsistency could arouse disapproval as irrational or shameful, and appeals to
consistency were common in oratory. For examples see Dover 219f; cf Gorg. Pal. 25;
PI. Crit. 46B-C, Gorg. 482B-C.
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why it is olKaLOS to return the bow (1247).49 Finally, he claims to be
serving Zeus (989f), but also implies that the deception is not EV(Tf{j~S
(85,1051).50
These inconsistences threaten to sabotage any attempt to ascribe to
Odysseus a coherent ethical position. A utilitarian, for example,
should argue that the deception, however regrettable, is the right thing

to do under the circumstances. But Odysseus, while hinting at this,
continues to acknowledge that the means he advocates are morally
wrong. If he is trying to garner moral approval for his plan, this use of
pejorative language is fatal to the attempt. 51
How then are we to account for his vacillations? It is often suggested that he is a representative of fifth-century sophistic relativism. 52 The inconsistent use of moral language is not in itselfrelativistic, but a moral relativist might well claim that the same action can be
just or unjust depending on the circumstances. 53 Protagoras, the most
notorious sophistic relativist, asserted (on the most commonly accepted interpretation of his doctrine) that both perceptual and moral
judgments are true for the person who holds them. 54 A consequence of
this is spelled out by Aristotle (Metaph. 1062bI5-17): "It follows that
the same thing both is and is not, and is both bad and good, and
whatever else is asserted in contrary statements" (tr. Guthrie 171). So
a Protagorean Odysseus might happily maintain that the deception of
Philoctetes both is and is not oLKaLos, clya8os, EVO'E{j~S, ywva'ios, and so
on.
Such an ethical relativist might seem to use moral language inconsistently, by calling the same action both oLKaLOs and aOLKos (for brevity
49 Cf also 372f, where the Odysseus of Neoptolemus' lying tale claims on pragmatic
grounds (note f:'fTwfTa, 373) that Achilles' arms are justly his (£VOlKWS, 372). He bears a
certain resemblance to the Odysseus of the play but appears in a rather more
favorable light. Cf Nussbaum 43 and K. Alt, "Schicksal und phusis im Philoktet des
Sophokles," Hermes 89 (1961) 151.
50 On this last conflict see Segal 139.
51 The same mistake is made by Polus in Plato's Gorgias (474c), who falls into
Socrates' trap by admitting that although TO aOLKELfT8aL is KCz,.LOV than TO aOLKELv, the
latter is arfTX LOV.
52 Among others, Rose 90 (who notes several of his inconsistencies) regards 82 as
evidence of a sophistic relativism amplified at 1049-51; Knox 125 calls 1049 "the
quintessence of moral relativism." On the sophists and moral relativism, see
especially Guthrie 164-75.
53 Guthrie 166f cites Heraclitus 861 D.-K. and PI. Prt. 334A-C. Both contrast what
is good for people with what is good for various animals or plants. But if the varying
circumstances are included in the description of the act, such a position is no longer
relativistic.
54 See Guthrie 171, 181-92; G. B. Kerferd, The Sophistic Movement (Cambridge
1981) 83-110. Cf also the cultural relativism that appears first in Xenophanes (8150,
the ethical implications of which are developed by Herodotus (3.38).
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I shall use these words for the groups of positive and negative terms
respectively). But these contrary judgments would not be arbitrary:
they would assume that the scheme was oLKaLos in one person's opinion, ClOLKOS in that of another. The relativist must remain consistent
within his or her own terms if superficial inconsistencies are to accord
with the relevant factors. Odysseus could have suggested systematically that his scheme is both oLKaLos and CloLKos-for example oLKaLOS
from his own point of view and ClOLKOS from Philoctetes'. But as it is,
his inconsistencies follow no such coherent pattern. Rather than
suggesting that this particular action, under these conditions, with
respect to himself or in his opinion, is in fact OLKaLOS (even though
relative to other people or circumstances it might be ClOLKOS), he
sometimes suggests that the very act he commends is in fact ClOLKOS.
The lines most commonly cited in support of Odysseus the relativist are those that I have already argued reveal his true moral
position (1049-52). Here he implies that he will be oLKaLos, ayaOos,
and d)cr£f3~s or otherwise, depending on whether or not justice is in
the circumstances 'necessary' for the achievement of his goal. But this
says nothing about the nature of justice. It is immaterial for Odysseus'
purposes here whether justice is relative or absolute; what matters is
whether it is useful.
There are two other, more plausible explanations for Odysseus' inconsistencies. First, he could be using moral language on two levels. 55
That is, he might be tacitly admitting that by conventional standards
his own behavior is ClOLKOS but implying that according to his own
superior ethic it is in fact oLKaLOs, because of the value of the end it
serves. The admirable and desirable goal of sacking Troy would thus
justify the conventionally reprehensible means he chooses to employ.
On this view, Odysseus does have a coherent ethical position, and the
implications that he regards his own conduct as ClOLKOS, etc., must be
discounted as temporary lapses in conventional moral language that
do not represent his innovative moral stance. 56 For this interpretation
to have any plausibility, further clues would be required from the text;
these are not forthcoming.
The second possibility is that Odysseus acknowledges the authenticity of conventional moral rules but is willing to violate them for his
own ends. He admits that his behavior is really ClOLKOS, but does not
55 This is the strategy of Callicles in the Gorgias (482c-84c), who avoids Polus'
difficulties by exploiting conventional moral language with the help of the vOjJ.os/cpvuu
distinction.
56 This is the only possible defense for Nussbaum's interpretation, but she does not
address the problem of Odysseus' language.
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trouble him.57 Other things being equal, he will be just and pious, but
he has no scruples in abandoning such norms in pursuit of his own
goals. Such an end does not justify shameful means but is sufficient
reason for disregarding their reprehensible character. He is the true
7Tavovpyos, who will say or do anything to achieve his goals, regardless
of the desires of others or of the claims of morality. He manipulates
moral language in support of his aims, but has no hesitation in
abandoning the corresponding norms when it suits him. 58 He is neither utilitarian nor relativist. The only '-ism' that suits him is an amoral
opportunism.
The text provides various hints in favor of this interpretation.
Odysseus' suggestions that right is on his side are never categorical, as
one would expect from the prophet of a revolutionary or even alternative moral system. 59 His claims to moral propriety tend to be impersonal, negative, evasive, vague, or couched in terms of reputation.
Moreover he never plainly declares that the end, which supposedly
justifies the means, is itself admirable as well as desirable. The fall of
Troy is just a form of "sweet victory" (81). Unlike Neoptolemus
(1344), he never characterizes it as KaAos. 60 Above all, however, Odysseus' own statement about his nature points strongly to this interpretation. When he tells us that when 'necessary' he can 'be' o{Katos,
aya6os, and d)(H{j~S (1049-52) he is admitting to a cynical manipulation of morality. This gives us an explanation from his own mouth for
those passages that suggest that his behavior is morally acceptable. He
is simply putting his own declaration into practice.
The degree of manipulation varies from case to case. Both aya()os
and KaKOS are sufficiently vague that they can be used for success or
failure without any specific ethical implications, but such associations
may still be useful for persuasive purposes. 61 The same is true of the
impersonal OE' and 7TP'7TEL. In other cases Odysseus is simply exploiting the virtues in question. Neoptolemus has a real obligation of
loyalty that carries weight from the start (93f) and continues to in57 Contrast the repeated expressions of distress with which Neoptolemus reacts to
Odysseus' suggestion and its consequences (86f, 902f, 906, 913, 970; cf also 1011 f
and the irony of 671, 806). For Odysseus' lack of affective language see supra 312.
58 This view is eloquently expressed by F. J. H. Letters, The Life and Works of
Sophocles (London 1953) 279f.
59 Contrast the emphatic affirmations of Callicles (supra n.55).
60 Odysseus is one of the messengers who 'persuade' Neoptolemus to go to Troy,
and at 352 the latter mentions 0 AOYO~ lCaAo~ as a reason for going. But the phrase tells
us more about Neoptolemus than Odysseus. It is used in the context of persuasion, as
reported in a deception, and the impersonal phrasing avoids attribution to either
messenger.
61 For the range and flexibility of these words see especially Dover 51-53.
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fluence him (925f). This enables Odysseus to win him over not just by
appealing to self-interest, but by assurances of virtue and imputations
of disloyalty. ),fvvaLoS' (51) is carefully chosen to appeal to an aristocratic nature. 62 Odysseus' goal is to convince Neoptolemus to violate
the dictates of that nature, yet it is not inappropriate to expect loyalty
of the )'fvVatoS'. 63 The suggestion that the deception is OUK aloxpov is
supported by TO CTw8fjvaL (1 08f), which suggests the most basic and
urgent of human needs, and thus reinforces Odysseus' reminder that
refusal by Neoptolemus would distress all the Greeks (66f).64 CTO<pOS
and a)'a8oS' (119) appeal to Achilles' son by suggesting the virtues of
the complete Homeric man, the "speaker of words and doer of
deeds. "65 olKaLOS' (1247) is used by Odysseus to underline N eoptolemus' complicity in his plan and thus lay weight on his quasi-contractual obligation to himself and the rest of the Greeks. The appeal to
divine authority (989f), addressed not to Neoptolemus but to Philoctetes, may be construed as a heavy-handed attempt to get the latter to
come fKWV to Troy. As for Odysseus' use of negative terms, in the
prologue this is a rhetorical ploy to pre-empt Neoptolemus' objections. At the same time it allows the dramatist to portray Odysseus in
a morally dubious light and prepare us for his later inconsistencies
and admissions of wrongdoing.
Within the play various characters are linked with Odysseus and
help to shed further light on his moral outlook. The first is Thersites,
whose name is introduced in a way that quite strikingly confuses him
with Odysseus (439-44):
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62 11 is a key word in the play: cf 475, 799, 801, 1402. On its use at 51 see esp.
Knox 125.
63 Nussbaum 32 suggests that Odysseus is here offering a "persuasive definition."
This is somewhat misleading, since he is not defining the word but exploiting its
aristocratic connotations for his immediate persuasive purposes (cf Dover 51) and
need not himself be committed to this 'definition'. Nevertheless, this kind of
persuasive use of moral terms has much in common with C. L. Stevenson's conception of a persuasive definition (Mind 47 [1938] 331-50; Ethics and Language
[New Haven 1944] 206-26).
64 Compare Philoctetes' need for ITWT"IPla in the most literal sense. On this theme
see Rose 64-67, 84f; H. C. Avery, "Heracles, Philoctetes, Neoptolemus," Hermes 93
(1965) 296f.
6S II. 9.443. On Odysseus' "elastic words" see Stanford 109.
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Thersites is mentioned by Philoctetes explicitly as one of those villainous people who survive in war, while the best are killed. 66 This
group, which includes Odysseus (428-30), is described like him as
7Tavovpyos (448).67 And like Odysseus, Thersites is characterized by
the words y>..wO"O"a and 0"04>0S' (440).68 OftvoS' (440) has been used in
connection with Odyssean 7TavovpYLa (927f); if the manuscript read-

ing is retained at 457, this epithet too describes the worthless who are
still ali ve. 69
There can be no doubt that we are meant to recall Thersites'
memorable debut in the Iliad (ef Jebb on 443f). He is portrayed there
as base and ugly, an object of ridicule and a caricature of nobility. 70
His speech anticipates much that Achilles will say in Book 9, but he is
i.'X8tO"TOS' to both Achilles and Odysseus (II. 2.220). He is above all
loquacious and outspoken (212-14): aJ.L€TpO€7T~S' ... oS' f.'7T€a 4>P€O"I. nO"LV
"
,
\ \ '
"I:
' ./, , \
,
\'
I ' Odysseus wh 0
aKOCTJ.La
Tf. 7TOl'\l'\a Tf. ?1u'f/, J.La"" aTap ov KaTa KOCTJ.LOV. t IS
rebukes him and humiliates him with a painful beating (244-69).
Odysseus calls him an "indiscriminate" (aKpLTOJ.Lv8f.) though "clearvoiced" (AtyVS') orator (246). >..tyvS' is usually complimentary when
used of a speaker. It is the content of Thersites' speech that is disparaged, not his rhetorical skill. The speech is in fact a polished piece
ofrhetoric.71 Thersites in Homer is thus both Odysseus' opponent and
a precursor of the negative figure of Odysseus yet to come: the man of
many words who makes unscrupulous use of his talents. It is with this
66436-39; cf 447-50. In order to include him Sophocles has departed from the
usual legend of his death (see 1: ad 445 and Jebb on 442).
67 It is also characterized as KaKOS' (446) and as 7TaAtVTptf3~S' (448), another epithet
appropriate to a hostile view of Odysseus (for the sense see Kamerbeek ad loc.).
68 For these attributes of Odysseus see 326-29 infra. For the pejorative phrase
YAWUU'!I QHVOS' cf OC 806 and n.92 infra.
69 On 927f see supra 316. OHVOS' in 457 is retained by Kamerbeek and defended by
Campbell and Webster ad loco and Rose 99 n.99. Others adopt Bronck's QUAOS'. For a
convincing defense of OHVOS', rightly linking it with Odyssean cleverness and 7Tavovpyia, see E. M. Craik, "A Note on Sophokles' Philoktetes 456-458 and Antigone 323326," Mnemosyne SER. IV 31 (1978) 196-98.
70 Thersites' social status is unclear. The Homeric scholiast tells us that the absence
of a patronymic brands him as a commoner. This seems to be supported by his
ugliness and the rough discipline he receives. Plato calls him a 7TOV'T/POS' •.. 10twTT/S'
(Grg. 535E) and represents him as a buffoon who chooses the life of an ape (Resp.
620C). Most modem critics have continued to consider him the vox populi. In later
myths, however, he is well-born (see Roscher, Lex. s. v.). There is nothing to
contradict this in Homer, and it is supported by the fact that he addresses the
assembly and is a personal enemy of Odysseus and Achilles. See now G. S. Kirk, ed.,
The Iliad: A Commentary I (Cambridge 1985) ad 2.212.
71 See Kirk (supra n.70) ad 2.225-52.
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caricature of his own heroic persona that Odysseus in Phi/oetetes is
confused.
The second figure who sheds some light on Odysseus' moral character is the false merchant. He enters the playas Odysseus' creation and
puppet,72 the product of his scheming 030Awuas), whose function is to
direct Neoptolemus craftily (7TO'KlAWS) in Odysseus' absence, providing him with expedient verbal hints (UV/J-4>EpovTa, 126-31).73 He emphasizes his humble status (584) and represents himself as motivated
by greed, including the fear of getting into trouble with those in power
and thus losing his profitable relationship with them (552, 582-84).74
He is moved not by loyalty but by fear of loss, and shifts responsibility
for his actions onto Neoptolemus (590). Despite its deceptive function, his speech is presumably intended to give a plausible picture of a
common man. We may compare the homely and amoral pragmatism
of other humble figures in tragedy, such as the watchman in Antigone
and the nurse in Euripides' Hippolytus. The latter, though her devotion to Phaedra makes her a sympathetic character, uses arguments
with a sophistic ring, showing the kinship between sophistry and an
earthy pragmatism. 75
Like Odysseus, the 'merchant' is motivated by profit. 76 For him, as
for Odysseus, a /J-~ aft (583) refers to what he considers will interfere
with the pursuit of profit. And like Odysseus, he evades responsibility
for his actions. What does this tell us about Odysseus? It is natural
and perhaps excusable for a lowly and dependent merchant to be
concerned primarily with self-interest. But by the aristocratic principle of noblesse oblige those with power and its privileges have a
greater responsibility than the common man to live up to certain
standards. 77 The 'merchant' is a reflection of his creator and as such
reflects poorly on him.
A similarly subordinate role is played by the humble chorus, who
enter expounding a justification for aristocratic rule as they offer their
72 cf Jebb on the implications of EIC7r€P."'1Il (127): the preposition "marks that the
person sent will come as the sender's agent." There is not a shred of evidence,
however, for the notion that the 'merchant' is actually Odysseus in disguise.
73 Kamerbeek notes that the 'merchant's' last words are 1T4>ii>v a' ;)7rWS c:.pllTTa
ITVP.4>EPOI 6fOS (627); cf also 926.
74 Taking 552 (with most editors) to refer to the messenger's reward.
7S Cf especially Hipp. 474-76, which recall Gorg. Hel. 6 (on which compare supra
n.26). The nurse's speech has been called "a masterpiece of sophistic rhetoric" (B. M.
w. Knox, "The Hippolytus of Euripides," YCS 13 [1952] 10). Phaedra herself fears
that the nurse is too lTo4>~ (518).
76 For the 'merchant' as a reflection of Odysseus' mercantile outlook cf Rose 92.
77 The Homeric locus classicus for this theme is I/. 12.310-21. Cf also 4.257-64,
338-48; 8.161-63; and see M. I. Finley, The World of Odysseus 2 (New York 1978)
95-97.
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services to Neoptolemus (135-43).78 They defer to their master's
judgment in almost everything,79 but they have more in common with
Odysseus. 8o They resemble him in their lack of any moral scruples
whatsoever, their unhesitating use of deceit, their exploitation of
religion,81 and their pragmatic eagerness to grasp at opportunities
(827-64; cf 1068[). Like him they exploit the idea that obedience
removes responsibility (1143-45).82 They are even guilty of inconsistency, in failing to act on their words: 83 they express at length their
sympathetic pity for Philoctetes,84 but like his earlier visitors do
nothing about it (cj 307f, with the irony of the chorus' response at
3170. Like the 'merchant' they represent a standard to which Odysseus lives down. As Philoctetes will declare, Odysseus' thinking is not
f.Af.VOf.POV (1006): his outlook is unworthy of a free man, let alone a
king.
Within the deception, Neoptolemus makes an attempt to exculpate
Odysseus that ironically backfires. He calls him KUKLUTOS' KaK KaK[;JV
(384), but then declares that "those in power" are more to blame, for
disorderly persons (Ot aKoup.oVVTf.S' (3POTWV) become KaKol through the
words of their irresponsible "teachers" (385-88).85 This reflects the
aristocratic view that the noble bear some responsibility, through the

78lJ7fOVPYf'iV (143) is the verb
V7f7Jpfn'iv (supra nn.20, 24) is

Odysseus uses for Neoptolemus' 'service' to him (53).
not used of the chorus but indicates etymologically
precisely their relationship to Neoptolemus.
79 In addition to the parodos see 963f, 10 72 f, and e/ 887f. The only exception is
843, where they think they are advising him in his own best interests (but of course
end up obeying).
80 The Odyssean character of the chorus has been argued in detail by S. Schein,
"The Chorus in Sophocles' Phi/oetetes," a paper delivered at the convention of the
American Philological Association in San Antonio, 30 December 1986.
81 391-402, 843. They do not seem troubled by the idea of divine nemesis, which
they themselves introduce (518). Cf K. Reinhardt, Sophocles, tr. H. and D. Harvey
(Oxford 1979) 171.
82 This is also the only coherent explanation for 1117f (unless it is to be construed
as an outright lie). On the call for coherence see n.83 infra.
83 This is a kind of inconsistency that undermines trust and so strikes at the heart
of social co-operation. It is condemned in this play (307f, 519-23) and in Greek
thought generally (e.g. Ant. 543, El. 357; Theog. 979-82; Antiph. Soph. 87B56 D.-K.;
Democr. 68B82 D.-K.; Lys. 12.26). Odysseus displays a version of it (327f infra). It is
sometimes argued (e.g. by Reinhardt [supra n.81] 182) that the chorus lack a coherent
~eos, and thus cannot be blamed for inconsistency. But there is no reason not to treat
the Sophoclean chorus, within broad limits, as "one of the actors" (Arist. Poet.
1456a25-27; ef also supra n.5).
84 Especially at 169-90, 676-717. I take all their expressions of pity to be sincere.
The case for this has been well made recently by R. J. Tarrant, "Sophocles, Phi/oetetes
676-729: Direction and Indirection," Greek Tragedy and Its Legacy, ed. M. Cropp et
al. (Calgary 1986) 121-34.
85 Compare aKOITp.ovvns with the description of Thersites quoted supra 323.
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example they set, for the conduct of their social inferiors. 86 But if
Odysseus is one of those KaKOL whose misdeeds may be so excused,
then he certainly should not be wielding the power of a king. This
implication is reinforced by the aspersion on his parentage, which
suggests that by aristocratic standards of excellence he was not born to
rule. Nor is this merely part of Neoptolemus' fiction, for Odysseus'
natural father is apparently not Laertes, as in the Odyssey, but the
villainous trickster Sisyphus. 87 His is a debased distortion of the
aristocratic cj>V(TLs.
The most striking irony in Neoptolemus' words, however, is that
Odysseus himself is the 'teacher' not only of the 'merchant' but ofNeoptolemus himself. As Philoctetes declares, the young man is not
KaKOS, but has learned disgraceful things from those who are (971 f; ef
also 950, 1007-10, 1310-13). The fictitious exculpation thus turns
into a damning indictment of the Odysseus we have seen in the
prologue. 88 He not only lives by the same values as the 'merchant' and
the chorus, thus failing to live up to his birth and position, but
actively corrupts those to whom he should offer a nobler example. His
7ravovpyla takes on more dangerous implications in the context of
aristocratic morality.
It has often been remarked that Odysseus has sophistic features. 89
He uses the words CTocj>ulp.a and CTOcj>LCT(JfjvaL for his stratagem (14, 77),
and later offers Neoptolemus a reputation as CTOcj>OS (119).90 CTocj>la is a

virtue appropriate to the ambiguous cunning of the Homeric Odysseus. It and its cognates may refer to the prudence and good judgment
that guide proper action, but also to sophistic cleverness of a morally
suspect kind. 91 It is this latter that characterizes Odysseus in' Phi/oeletes. Neoptolemus, who evidently desires the promised reputation for
86 Cf Aj. 1093-96; Eur. Hipp. 407-12. For Neoptolemus' sense of noblesse oblige
cf also 524f and his acceptance of responsibility for the 'merchant' (590).
87 417, 625, 1311. See Stanford 103 and Sophocles: Ajax (London 1963) ad 189. He
is also referred to as Laertes' son (87, 366, 402, 614, 628), but this is consistent with
the story, alluded to by Philoctetes (417), that Laertes married Anticleia when she
was already pregnant with Odysseus by Sisyphus (see the scholiast and Jebb on 417).
Sisyphus as well as Laertes was of royal blood (Roscher, Lex. s. v.).
88 By the same token Neoptolemus is furnishing himself with the excuse Odysseus
offered him at the outset (and which Philoctetes allows him up to a point [10 10)). But
he, with his truly noble CPVCIU, makes no use of it.
89 See especially Rose 81-85.
90 W. Nestle notes that crocpos and cognates are more frequent in Philoctetes than in
any other play of Sophocles ("Sophokles und die Sophistik," CP 5 [I91O] 155).
91 For the former in Sophocles cf Aj. 1374. For the contrast cf Eur. Bacch. 395,
with E. R. Dodds, ed., Euripides: Bacchae 2 (Oxford 1960) ad loco See also Dover
116-23; M. J. O'Brien, The Socratic Paradoxes and the Greek Mind (Chapel Hill
1967) 33-38. On the semantic shift of crOCPtcrT~S from 'wise man' to 'sophist' see
Guthrie 27-34.
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wisdom, comes to realize that it is not Odysseus' uoq,la that he wants.
This is first hinted at during his deception of Philoctetes (431 f). It
becomes explicit when Neoptolemus tells Odysseus to his face that
although he is by nature uoq,o~ (clever), his words are not uoq,o~ (wise:
1244). He admits that his present conduct, though just, is not uoq,o~
(clever: 1246), leaving open the possibility that it is uO</>6S" (wise), if
Odyssean uo<jlLa is not true wisdom.
One sophistic trait in particular is suggested by the response Odysseus makes to Neoptolemus' misgivings at his plan (96-99):
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This faith in yAwuua (a word with pejorative overtones) aligns Odysseus with those sophists who exalted the power of the word, most
notable of whom was Gorgias. 92 Gorgias extolled the benefits of
persuasion, but remained aware that it is a drug that can kill as well as
cure (He!. 14). Odysseus, however, rules out the idea of honest persuasion (103) and uses his tongue initially for insidious persuasion in the
cause of deceit. Once his stratagem has been uncovered he makes no
further attempt to persuade, but turns to threats of f3{a,93 and even to
its use (1003).94 In the earlier part of the play the Homeric periphrasis
'OOVUUEW~ f3la is used three times, always conspiciously at line end. 95
The repetition of this phrase has an ironic ring after Odysseus' profession of allegiance to the tongue, foreshadowing his later threats. We
should therefore be cautious in labelling him as a man of AOYOL. Not
only are his words dishonest, but in the event he abandons them
altogether. This shift away from -yAwuua may no doubt be explained
by the same faith in flexibility that justifies any behavior leading to
victory (1049). Once again consistency is abandoned in the interests
of expediency. 96
92 For a link between Odysseus and Gorgias cf supra n.26. On yAwuua as a comic
label for intellectuals see J. D. Denniston, "Technical Terms in Aristophanes," CQ 21
(1927) 120. It is used pejoratively by Philoctetes (408, 440). Cf also OC 806f; fr.
201A Radt; Eur. Baceh. 268f. The theme of words in the play is surveyed by A. J.
Podlecki, "The Power of the Word in Sophocles' Philoeletes," GRBS 7 (1966) 233-50.
93 983, 985, 1297. He also threatens violence at 1241-43, 1254f. Cf also 998, where
he speaks of the sack of Troy in terms of f3{a.
94 The trichotomy ooAor;/f3{a/7rElOw, clearly established by Odysseus himself in the
prologue (101-03), is an important structural theme for the play. See especially A. F.
Garvie, "Deceit, Violence and Persuasion in the Phi/oetetes," Studi classici in anare di
Quintina Cataudella I (Catania 1972) 213-26.
95 314, 321, 592. Long 102 notes only one other such use of f3{a in extant Sophocles.
96 On this kind of inconsistency see supra n.83. It is usually the failure to act on
one's emotions or live up to promises that gives cause for reproach. Odysseus' lapse
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An amoral pragmatism is also suggested by the way Odysseus
couches his appeals to Neoptolemus in terms of moral reputation. 97 It
is true that Greeks often speak in such terms without implying that
the virtue in question is a sham. 98 But Odysseus' focus is contrasted
with others within the play,99 and outside it aligns him with various
unscrupulous characters. He might be one of those of whom Adeimantus speaks in Plato's Republic. Glaucon has mentioned the benefits, the TtlJ-at Kat aWpWt, that accrue from an appearance of justice
(361 B-C). Adeimantus then complains that fathers tell their sons
(361E-63A):
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These are not sophists but ambitious parents, yet they are only a small
step away from Antiphon's advice to use justice for expediency (tvjJ-CPfPOVTWS) by obeying the law only in the presence of witnesses (87
B44A col. 1 D.-K.). As with the nurse in Hippolylus, their commonsense pragmatism converges with certain sophistic views.
The scholiast on 99 condemns Odysseus not as a sophist but as a
politician: aw{3aAAH TOVS Kalr EavTov p~Topas 0 7TOL1JT~S wS aLa yAW(TCT''IS
7TavTa KaTop8ovvTas. And indeed Odysseus proves to have less in
common with Gorgias than with the pragmatic politicians we meet in
Thucydides. Such are the Athenian spokesmen at Melos, who dismiss
questions of justice as so many fine words (ovojJ-aTwv KaAwv) irrelevant
to the realities of power (5.89). In the Mytilene debate Diodotus, the
democratic defender of AOYOL (3.42.2) uses aft as Odysseus does, for
the 'necessity' of the expedient (46.4, 47 .4f), in contrast with the
moral issue, which he explicitly discounts as irrelevant (44.1 f, 47 .4f).
His opponent Cleon is no ethical innovator but an anti-intellectual
despiser of AOYOL (37). He purports to uphold justice in the highly
traditional form of brutal retaliation (38.1), arguing that this coinhere is of a more general kind: a failure to adopt the kind of strategy he claimed is
best.
97 So at 82, 85, 119, but not 51, which refers to the task at hand rather than the
future.
98 See Dover 226-29.
99 Neoptolemus too speaks of reputation (93f; cf 906, 908) and is seduced by Odysseus' promises of a name for virtue (120), but his main focus is on the action that will
produce the reputation in question (note the verbs at 87f, 95). Philoctetes likewise
dwells on the kind of behavior that earns a noble reputation. For him it is TO XP7]CTTOV
that brings renown (475-79).
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cides with Athenian self-interest (40.4).tOO Yet he uses O£L in the same
way, arguing that even if Athenian rule were improper, Mytilene
should still be punished in the interests of expediency (40.1, 4).
Between them they illuminate various facets of Odysseus' characterhis willingness to praise or abandon persuasion, to exploit justice or
discard it, as the expediency of the moment dictates. There is no
doubt that these characters, like Odysseus, show evidence of sophistic
influence. Like them, however, he is not so much a sophist as an
embodiment of the kind of political opportunism for which some
sophistic theories offered a convenient intellectual justification. tOt
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cf Neoptolemus at 92Sf (where he is not yet free from Odyssean influence).

Part of this paper was read at the convention of the American Philological
Association in San Antonio (30 December 1986). I am grateful to those present for
their comments, and likewise to others who have read the paper at various stages. In
particular, I thank Michael Halleran and the anonymous reader for this journal for
detailed and helpful suggestions.
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